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1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of stochastic processes has been traditionally developed in
terms of random variables and their joint distributions. This is not surpris-
ing since the definition of a stochastic process is abstracted from numerical
statistical data that are empirically observed and to which the notion of a
random variable is well suited. There is, however, another point of view for
the study of a stochastic process. One may consider the family of all
Boolean _-subalgebras of the sample space which are associated with the
random variables of a stochastic process, and the combinatorial properties of
such a family of _-subalgebras. Except in the cases of a stochastic process
consisting of a set of independent random variables, and to a lesser extent the
case of a martingaleto which one associates an increasing or decreasing
family of _-subalgebrasthis second point of view has been neglected, perhaps
because of the measure-theoretic nitty-gritty that it demanded.
The objective of the present paper is that of pushing this second point of
view one step further by singling out and studying a property of the
families of _-subalgebras that are associated with certain stochastic pro-
cesses, notably Gaussian processes. This property has been abstracted from
previous knowledge of the very special case of a finite sample space. In this
case, every _-subalgebra is associated with a partition of the underlying
sample space. In several notable instances, families of partitions occur in
which every pair of partitions commutes (cf. Section 5.1). The author was
able to generalize the notion of commutativity of partitions to arbitrary
Boolean algebras. In this paper, a further generalization is proposed, that
of sigma-commuting Boolean _-algebras.
Let B and C be _-subalgebras of a sample space, and let D be their inter-
section. We say that the _-subalgebras B and C sigma-commute if for every
pair of events b belonging to B and c belonging to C, we have
PD(b & c)=0 if and only if PD(b) } PD(c)=0,
where PD is the conditional probability relative to the _-subalgebra D.
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The notion of a pair of sigma-commuting Boolean _-algebras is related,
but not identical to, the notion of conditionally independent random
variables. Recall that random variables X and Y are said to be condi-
tionally independent relative to a third random variable Z when
PZ(XY)=PZ(X) PZ(Y), where PZ is conditional probability relative to the
Boolean _-algebra defined by the random variable Z.
Our main result is a structure theorem for pairs of sigma-commuting
Boolean _-subalgebras of a sample space (Theorem 14). The statement of
this theorem requires a notion of independence that is slightly at variance
with the classical notion of stochastic independence. We say that two
Boolean _-subalgebras B and C of a sample space M(0, +) are sigma-in-
dependent if
+(b & c)=0 implies that +(b) } +(c)=0
for all events b in B and c in C. It is clear that two _-subalgebras are
sigma-independent if they are stochastically independent.
The notion of sigma-independence is more restrictive than the classical
notion of quantitative independence: If B and C are sigma-independent, it
follows that every event belonging to both has probability equal to 0 or 1,
and every event b in B meets every event c in C, provided that both b, c
have positive measure. The sigma-independence has the advantage of
invariance, which is not shared by quantitative independence.
The family of sigma-commuting Boolean _-subalgebras associated with
some notable stochastic processes forms a lattice, and we conclude with the
first step in the study of this lattice, assuming that all _-subalgebras are
non-atomic. Such lattices of sigma-commuting Boolean _-subalgebras pos-
sess notable properties that are shared by lattices of subspaces of a vector
space. The closely related lattices of commuting partitions arising in univer-
sal algebra do not share such a close affinity to lattices of subspaces of a
vector space.
2. SYNOPSIS
Two equivalence relations commute if and only if they are isomorphic to
disjoint sums of independent equivalence relations on disjoint sets.
Mme. Dubreil in her 1939 thesis proposed an elegant alternative charac-
terization of commuting equivalence relations. Dubreil asserted that two
equivalence relations on the same set commute if and only if they commute
in the sense of composition of relations.
Commuting equivalence relations occur frequently in the lattices of con-
gruences of algebras. For example, the lattice of normal subgroups of a
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group, the lattice of subspaces of a vector space, the lattice of ideals of a
ring, and the lattice of all submodules of a module over a ring, are all lat-
tices of commuting equivalence relations. M. Haiman named lattices of
commuting equivalence relations linear lattices in his 1984 thesis.
Every linear lattice is a modular lattice. It is not known whether the class
of linear lattices can be characterized by identities. Nevertheless, it is
possible to characterize linear lattices by a simple, elegant proof theory,
which was first developed by M. Haiman [5], and later simplified by
Finberg et al. [4]. This proof theory is analogous to the classical Gentzen
system of natural deduction for the predicate calculus.
The purpose of the present work is to study the probabilistic analog of
lattices of commuting equivalence relations as characterized by Haiman
and Finberg et al.
Classical probability is a game of two lattices defined on a sample space:
the Boolean _-algebra of subsets, and the lattice of _-algebras.
A _-subalgebra of a sample space is a generalized equivalence relation on
the sample space. In a sample space, the Boolean _-algebra of subsets and
the lattice of _-subalgebras are dual notions. But whereas the Boolean
_-algebra of events has a simple structure, the same cannot be said of the
lattice of _-subalgeras. For example, we understand fairly well measures on
a Boolean _-algebra, but the analogous notion for the lattice of _-algebras,
namely, entropy, is poorly understood.
In this paper we propose a notion of sigma-independence of two _-sub-
algebras on a sample space M(0, +). Recall that two equivalence relations
are said to be quantitatively independent if every equivalence class of the
first meets every equivalence class of the second. Equivalently, two Boolean
algebras B, C are quantitatively independent if b 7 c{0 for every 0{b # B
and every 0{c # C. The quantitative independence of _-algebras is
strengthened by introducing the concept of sigma-independence. Two
Boolean _-subalgebras are said to be sigma-independent if for any b # B
and c # C, +(b & c)=0 implies that +(b) } +(c)=0.
Commuting equivalence relations also have such a strengthening. We say
that two _-subalgebras B and C sigma-commute if for any b # B and c # C,
PB & C(b & c)=0 implies PB & C(b) } PB & C(c)=0, where PB & C is the condi-
tional probability relative to the _-subalgebra B & C. Both sigma-inde-
pendence and sigma-commutativity are invariant under isomorphisms
between sample spaces.
We study the lattices of non-atomic _-algebras for which any two
_-algebras are sigma-commuting. There are non-trivial stochastic processes
where all the associated _-subalgebras pairwise sigma-commute, for
example, Gaussian processes.
We show that any lattice L(_) of non-atomic commuting _-subalgebras
with countably many elements is isomorphic to a linear lattice. We exhibit
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this result by constructing a sequence of maps from the underlying sample
space to a new sample space. We define a one-to-one map fB, C for each
pair of _-algebras (B, C) in the lattice L(_) from the underlying space M
to a new space M$ such that
1. fB, C(M) is of measure 1 in M$,
2. fB, C maps the lattice L(_) to an identical copy L(_)$ on the space
M$, with the property that any two elements in L(_)$ are sigma-commuting,
3. the _-subalgebras fB, C(B) and fB, C(C) induce commuting equiv-
alence relations on the sample space M$.
The measure space M$ is said to be complete with respect to the pair (B, C).
If the lattice L(_) of non-atomic commuting _-subalgebras contains coun-
tably many elements, applying the maps fB, C for each pair of _-algebras in the
lattice L(_) yields a sample space M which is complete with respect to all
pairs of elements in L(_). There is a lattice L (_) of non-atomic _-sub-
algebras of M , with the property that any two _-subalgebras induce
commuting equivalence relations on the space M i.e., the lattice L (_) is
a linear lattice. The lattice L(_) is isomorphic to the linear lattice L (_).
Every identity valid in all linear lattices is valid in every countable lattice
of non-atomic commuting _-algebras. In particular, lattices of non-atomic
commuting _-algebras are modular and satisfy Arguesian law.
Lattices of non-atomic commuting _-algebras have a richer structure
than linear lattices. In an upcoming paper [29], we plan to present an
axiomatization of the lattices of non-atomic commuting _-algebras. In a
lattice, a triple (A, B, C) is called a weakly modular triple if A 6 B=
B 6 C=C 6 A. It turns out that (weakly) modular triples play an essential
role in the algebraic structure of lattices of non-atomic commuting
_-algebras. In [29] we will present new proofs of some lattice identities
using (weakly) modular triples, and describe the structure of the free lat-
tices of non-atomic commuting _-algebras. We will also show that the class
of lattices of non-atomic commuting _-algebras and the class of linear lat-
tices are not equivalent by introducing a lattice inequality which is valid in
every lattice of non-atomic commuting _-algebras, but fails in a lattice of
normal subgroups of a specified group.
3. GENERAL MEASURES AND THE LEBESGUE SPACES
3.1. Space with a Measure
A collection 0 of subsets of an arbitrary set M is a Borel field of sets if
for any two elements, 0 contains their difference, and for any sequence of
elements, 0 contains their union and intersection.
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Consider a system M(0, +) where M is a set, 0 is a Borel field of subsets
of M, and + is measure which is non-negative, completely additive with the
properties
1. if ba, a # 0 and +(a)=0, then b # 0 and +(b)=0,
2. +(M)=1.
The system M(0, +) is called a measure space and is denoted by M. A
subset of M is measurable if it belongs to 0. A real valued function f (x) on
M is measurable if the inverse image of every real Borel set is measurable.
Every collection of subsets 7=[s:] generates a partition ‘(7) of M as
follows: Two points are in the same block of ‘(7) if and only if they both
belong to s: or both belong to M"s: , for all :. The collection 7 is called
a basis of the partition ‘(7).
A partition ‘ is measurable if there exists a countable collection of
measurable sets 7 such that ‘(7)=‘. Every block of the partition ‘ is
called a ‘-point. The union of a collection of ‘-points is called a ‘-set.
Closely related to partitions are the factor spaces of M. Given a partition
‘, the factor space of the space M with respect to the partition ‘ is the
space whose points are the ‘-points. We denote such a factor space by M‘.
The factor space is a measure space if we define a measure +‘ as follows.
Define a set XM‘ to be measurable in M‘ if the ‘-set
Z= .
C # X
C
is measurable in M, and let
+‘ (X)=+(Z).
Throughout this paper M denotes the measure spaces. Capital Roman
letters A, B, C always denote _-algebras, and lower-case Roman letters a,
b, c always denote measurable subsets. We use ‘ to represent a partition,
and 7 to represent a collection of measurable sets. Union, intersection, and
complement are defined in the usual manner and are denoted by a _ b,
a & b and ac.
A homomorphism is a single valued map f of a space M(0, +) into a
space M$(0$, +$) such that the inverse image of every measurable set a$ # 0$
is measurable and +( f &1(a$))=+$(a$). For example, the projection from
the space M onto the factor space M‘ is a homomorphism. A homomor-
phism of the space M into the space M$ is called an isomorphism if it is
one-to-one and the inverse mapping is a homomorphism.
An embedding corresponds to every isomorphism of the space M into
the space M$. We identify every point in M with its image in M$. This
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isomorphism maps the space M into a subspace of the space M$. In par-
ticular, if an isomorphism f from M to M$ has the property that
+$( f (M))=1, then the isomorphism is called an isomorphic embedding.
The principal concept of the theory of measures is the isomorphism
modulo zero: An isomorphism modulo zero is an isomorphism from the
space M onto the space M$, once a set of measure zero is removed from
each of these spaces.
In general, the expression modulo zero for some object S means that an
assertion is true for S$ which is identical with S up to a set of measure zero.
The properties of the measure space are invariant if they are preserved by
the isomorphisms modulo zero.
3.2. Lebesgue Spaces and Lebesgue Measures
A Borel field of subsets is measurable if ‘B is measurable. A Borel field
B is strictly separable if it is generated by a countable collection of
measurable sets. A measure space M is separable, if there exists a strictly
separable Borel field B of M with the following properties,
1. for every measurable set aM, there exists a set b # B such that
abM and +(b)=+(a),
2. for every pair of points w1 , w2 # M, there exists a set b # B such
that w1 # b and w2  b. In other words, ‘(B) is the partition which decom-
poses the space M into individual points.
A basis of the space M is a countable set of generators of the Borel fields
B that satisfies the conditions 1 and 2.
Let M be a separable space, and 7=[s:] be an arbitrary basis of M.
The symbol r: denotes either the set s: or its complement sc:=M"s: . Con-
sider an intersection of the form
,
:
r: , (1)
where : ranges over all possible values. An intersection of this form con-
tains at most one point. If all intersections of form (1) are non-empty, then
the space M is complete with respect to the basis 7.
Rohlin proved the following theorems about measure spaces [23].
Theorem 1. If a space M is complete (mod 0) with respect to some
basis, then it is complete (mod 0) with respect to every other basis.
Theorem 2. If a space M is complete (mod 0) with respect to a basis 7,
then there exists a space M with a basis 7 such that
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1. M is complete with respect to the basis 7 ,
2. the space M is a subspace of M with measure 1,
3. the basis 7 induces the basis 7 in M (i.e., 7=7 |M).
The space M is called the completion of the space M with respect to the
basis 7. It is unique up to an isomorphism (mod 0).
The completion of the space M with respect to a basis 7=[s:] may be
constructed as follows. M is the set of all the sequences y=[r:]:=1 , where
each r: is equal to s: or sc: . Let s~ : be the subset of M containing all the
sequences y with r:=s: , and 7 the set of all s~ : . The measure of s~ : in the
space M is the same as the measure of s: in the space M.
Assume that T=[ pi]i=1 is another basis of M. Let
p~ i= { .

n=1 \,i s~ n, i+ } .

n=1 \,i sn, i +p i= ,
and let T =[ p~ i]i=1 . Then T is a basis of M (mod 0). In particular, pi is a
subset of p~ i under the isomorphic embedding from M to M .
Definition 3.1. Separable spaces which is complete (mod 0) with
respect to their bases are called Lebesgue spaces. The corresponding
measures are called Lebesgue measures.
A Lebesgue measure is said to be continuous if there are no points of
positive measure in the Lebesgue space.
We know the following theorems about Lebesgue spaces [23].
Theorem 3. A Lebesgue space with continuous measure is isomorphic
(mod 0) to the unit interval with ordinary Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 4. The factor space of a Lebesgue space with respect to a
measurable partition is a Lebesgue space.
An important factor space is defined by a measurable Borel field of the
subsets of M. Let B be a measurable Borel field; it is a _-subalgebra of 0.
Denote the measurable partition ‘(B) by ‘B . Denote the factor space M‘B
by MB , and the induced measure in the factor space by +B (i.e., +B=+‘B).
Let 0B be the Borel field of all measurable sets in MB . Then MB(0B , +B)
is a Lebesgue space. For every measurable set a # 0B , there exists a set
b # B which is identical with a (mod 0). If B is strictly separable and 7
is a countable set of generators of B, then 7 is a basis of the Lebesgue
space MB .
Throughout this paper we restrict the measure spaces M(0, +) to be
Lebesgue spaces.
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We introduce the notation of lattice theory. Given two _-subalgebras B,
C of 0+ , the intersection of B and C is denoted by B 7 C; it is a _-sub-
algebra. Denote the smallest _-algebra generated by the elements in B and
C by B 6 C.
Finally, let ‘ be a measurable partition. There exists a relative density
function P‘ (a, w) where a is any measurable subset of M and w is any
point in M such that
1. P‘ (a, w) is a ‘-measurable function of w # M, for every fixed
aMthat is, the inverse image of every real Borel set is a measurable
‘-set. Consequently, P‘ (a, w1)=P‘ (a, w2) whenever w1 , w2 belong to the
same ‘-point t. We write P‘ (a, w) as P‘ (a, t) for t # M‘,
2. fix any measurable set a/M, the following equation
+(a & T )=|
t/T‘
P‘ (a, t) d+‘
is true for every measurable ‘-set TM.
In particular, if T=M, then
+(a)=|
t # M‘
P‘ (a, t) d+‘ ,
3. P‘ (a, t) is a Lebesgue measure for almost every point t of the
factor space M‘.
The existence of P‘ (a, t) is proven by Radon-Nikodym theorem, (Rohlin
[23] and Halmos [9]). We write P‘ (a, t) as P‘ and call it a canonical
system of measures with respect to ‘. It is unique except on a set of measure
zero. In Probability theory, P‘ is called the conditional probability, given the
partition ‘. If ‘=‘(B) for some measurable _-algebra B, we write P‘ as PB .
Warning: Note that for any _-subalgebra B, +B is the measure on MB
inherited from M(0, +), while PB is the canonical system of measures with
respect to the partition ‘(B).
4. INDEPENDENT _-ALGEBRAS
4.1. Sigma-Independence
Let M(0, +) be a Lebesgue space and B, C be two measurable _-sub-
algebras of 0. Assume 7B and 7C are countable bases of the partitions ‘B
and ‘C .
Two partitions ‘1 and ‘2 of a set S are said to be qualitatively independ-
ent if every ‘1 -point meets every ‘2-point. This concept can be extended to
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Boolean algebras. Two subalgebras B, C of a Boolean algebra are said to be
qualitatively independent if b7 c{0 for all nonzero elements b # B and c # C.
This concept can be further extended to include a notion of stochastic
independence. Two _-subalgebras of a measure space are stochastically
independent if +(b 7 c)=+(b) } +(c) for all b # B and c # C.
Consider measurable _-subalgebras B and C in a Lebesgue space M. If
B, C are stochastically independent, then for every _-subalgebras B$, C$
with ‘(B$)=‘(B), ‘(C$)=‘(C), the _-subalgebras B$, C$ are also stochasti-
cally independent. As stochastic independence depends only on the parti-
tions, we say that the partitions ‘B and ‘C are stochastically independent.
Assuming the Lebesgue space is discrete, and the measure + is posi-
tivei.e., the space M consists of at most countably many points and each
point has positive measure. If two subalgebras are stochastically independ-
ent, then they are qualitatively independent. It is important to note that
while stochastic independence is invariant, qualitative independence is not.
We propose a weaker concept than stochastic independence, which is
invariant under isomorphisms (mod 0) between Lebesgue spaces.
Definition 4.1. Two _-subalgebras B, C of a Lebesgue space M(0, +)
are said to be sigma-independent if the statement
+(b & c)=0 if and only if +(b) } +(c)=0
holds for all b # B and c # C.
Remark. (1) Note that if +(b) } +(c)=0, then +(b & c)=0 holds tri-
vially. Therefore two _-subalgebras B and C are sigma-independent when-
ever +(b & c)=0 implies +(b) } +(c)=0 for all b # B and c # C.
(2) If B and C are _-independent, then for every d # B 7 C, either
+(d )=0 or +(d )=1. This is true because +(d & d c)=0 implies
+(d ) } +(d c)=0. Therefore either +(d c)=0 and +(d )=1, or +(d )=0.
4.2. The Product of Lebesgue Spaces
Let M1(01 , +1) and M2(02 , +2) be Lebesgue spaces. Consider an
arbitrary function ,(a1 , a2) of sets a1 # 01 and a2 # 02 which satisfies the
following properties,
1. , is non-negative,
2. , is completely additive with respect to each of its arguments, that
is, for any element a2 # 02 and any disjoint sequence [a1, i] of 01 , if
a1=i a1, i , then
,(a1 , a2)=:
i
,(a1, i , a2).
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Similarly, for any a1 # 01 and any disjoint sequence [a2, i] of 02 , if
a2=i a2, i , then
,(a1 , a2)=:
i
,(a1 , a2, i),
3. ,(a1 , M2)=+1(a1) and ,(M1 , a2)=+2(a2).
We denote the set-theoretic product of the sets M1 and M2 by M3that
is,
M3=M1 _M2 .
We denote the collection of sets of the form a=a1_a2 where a1 # 01 and
a2 # 02 by T.
Theorem 5 (Rohlin). There exists a measure + for M3 defined in par-
ticular on T which satisfies the relation +(a1_a2)=,(a1 , a2) for all pairs of
sets a1 # 01 and a2 # 02 .
The space M3 with the measure + is called a product of the space M1
and M2 (with respect to the function ,). In particular, the ordinary
product, corresponding to the function ,(a1 , a2)=+1(a1) } +2(a2) is called
the direct product, and is denoted by M3=M1 M2 .
Conversely, let M be a Lebesgue space and Z=[‘:] be a finite set of
measurable partitions of the space M. Denote the partition generated by all
‘: -points by ‘: . The space M is the product of the factor spaces M‘: if
and only if all intersections of the form
,r: ,
consist of exactly one point, where r: is an arbitrary ‘: -point.
Proposition 6. Every finite set of measurable partitions Z=[‘:] whose
join ‘: is 1 resolves (mod 0) the space M into the product of factor spaces
M‘: , where 1 is the maximal partition on M whose block consists of exactly
one point.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that all intersections of the form r: are
non-empty (mod 0). Let 7: be any _-basis of the measurable partition ‘: .
Extend the union of all 7: to a countable system 7 of measurable sets
which forms a basis of M. By Theorem 2 (c.f. Section 3.2), there exists a
completion M of the space M with a basis 7 such that (1) M is complete
with respect to 7 , (2) M is a subspace of M with measure 1, (3) the restric-
tion of 7 on the space M is 7.
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Let 7 : be the part of the basis 7 corresponding to 7: and set ‘ :=‘(7 :).
Then all intersections of the form
,r~ : ,
are non-empty, where r~ : are arbitrary ‘ : -point. The system Z=[‘:] is
identical to the system Z =[‘ :] (mod 0). K
In particular, if B, C are measurable sigma-independent _-subalgebras,
and ‘B 6 ‘C=1 , then M resolves into the product of the factor spaces MB
and MC (mod 0). The property that every element d # B 7 C must be of
measure 0 or 1 is preserved. The isomorphism from M into MB_MC is an
isomorphic embedding.
A stronger result holds for stochastic independent _-algebras [27].
Theorem 7. If B, C are two measurable stochastic independent _-sub-
algebras of a Lebesgue space M, and ‘B 6 ‘C=1 , then M is the direct
product of the factor spaces MB and MCi.e.,
M=MB MC (mod 0).
4.3. Normal Spaces
Let A be a strictly separable _-subalgebras of 0 whose countable set of
generators forms a basis of M. The subalgebra A is called a generating sub-
algebra.
Definition 4.2. A Lebesgue space is normal if to each A-measurable
real valued function f, where A is an arbitrary generating subalgebra, there
exists a set X0 /R of measure zero such that the set f (M) _ X0 is a real
Borel set.
Halmos and Von Neumann considered the normal spaces in their paper
Operator methods in classical mechanics [12]. The definition provided by
Halmos and Von Neumann is slightly different from the one presented in
this paper.
Given a measurable _-subalgebra B of a Lebesgue space M, the factor
space MB is a Lebesgue space. The factor space MB has a generating sub-
algebra B$. The pre-image of B$ in M is denoted by T. The _-subalgebra T
is strictly separable.
To any strictly separable _-subalgebra T in M, there exist real functions
such that the inverse images of Borel sets of R form a _-basis of T. Such
real functions are determined random variables of T. Note that any strictly
separable subalgebra can be extended to a generating subalgebra of 0. This
implies the following proposition.
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Proposition 8. Given any strictly separable _-subalgebra B of a normal
measure space and any determined random variable f of B, the range of f is
a Borel set (mod 0). Consequently, the range of any determined random vec-
tor f9 of B is a product of Borel sets (mod 0).
Corollary 9. The factor space M‘ of a normal Lebesgue space M is
normal for any measurable partition ‘.
To apply the preceding argument, let B and C be two strictly separable
_-subalgebras of a normal Lebesgue space M. Assume that fB , fC are deter-
mined random variables for B, C. Furthermore, assume fB and fC have a
joint density function d(x, y) which is Lebesgue integrable. The map
\=( fB , fC): M  R2
w  ( fB(w), fC(w))
is an isomorphism of M into the space R2 with the measure +$ on R2 whose
value on the set s1_s2 is given by
+$(s1_s2)=| |
s1_s2
d(x, y) dx dy,
where s1 and s2 are Borel sets of R. The range of this map is the product
of two Borel sets (mod 0).
In particular, if both fB and fC have range R, then \=( fB , fC) is an
isomorphic embedding from M onto R2, and the image of every element in
B (resp. C) is a Borel set independent of one axis.
4.4. Independent Complement
Two partitions of M are mutually complementary if their join is the maxi-
mal partition 1 of M. Two measurable partitions are independent com-
plements of each other if they are mutually complementary and stochastic
independent. From Theorem 7, if two measurable partitions are inde-
pendent complements of each other, there corresponds a resolution of the
space M into the direct product of the factor spaces.
Recall the canonical system of measures defined at the end of Section 3.
The following theorem is known and will be used in the next section [23,
27].
Theorem 10. A measurable partition with continuous measure P‘ admits
an independent complement.
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Corollary 11. If B is a measurable _-subalgebra of the Lebesgue space
M with the property that the canonical system of measures PB are con-
tinuous, then there exists a measurable _-subalgebra C such that M is the
direct product of the factor spaces MB and MC .
5. SIGMA-COMMUTING MEASURE ALGEBRAS
5.1. Commuting Equivalence Relations
An equivalence relation on a set S is a subset R of S_S which is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. If R and T are two relations, their com-
position is defined by
R b T=[(:, ;) # S_S | _# # S s.t. (:, #) # R, (#, ;) # T].
Two equivalence relations R and T are said to commute whenever
R b T=T b R.
The notion of equivalence relations and partitions are mathematically
identical. Every partition defines a unique equivalence relation whose
equivalence classes are the blocks of the partition. The commutativity of
equivalence relations can be extended to partitions. Two partitions are said
to commute whenever their associated equivalence relations commute
under the relational compositions.
In general, the composition R b T of two equivalence relations R, T may
not be an equivalence relation. However, in the case that R and T com-
mute, R b T is an equivalence relation. Explicitly, we have [4]
Theorem 12. Two equivalence relations R and T commute if and only of
R b T is an equivalence relation.
The characteristic property of commuting equivalence relations (parti-
tions) is expressed by the following theorem of Dubreil-Jacotin [3].
Theorem 13 (DubreilJacotin). Two equivalence relations R and T
associated with partitions ‘1 and ‘2 commute if and only if for every block
C of the partition ‘1 & ‘2 , the restrictions ‘1|C and ‘2|C is are independent
partitions.
5.2. Commuting Boolean Algebras
Let A be a finite Boolean algebra and S be the set of atoms of Ai.e.,
A is the power set of S. All partitions of the set S form a lattice. The partial
order between partitions is defined by the refinement: ‘1‘2 whenever
every block of ‘2 is a union of blocks of ‘1 . There exists a unique Boolean
subalgebra of A for every partition ‘ of the set S whose elements are ‘-sets.
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The correspondence between the lattice of partitions of S and the lattice of
subalgebras of A leads to an isomorphism. Two subalgebras of a finite
Boolean algebra commute whenever their associated partitions commute.
If A is a discrete Lebesgue space with at most countably many points
and each point has positive measure, then an equivalent definition of the
commutativity of two subalgebras B and C is
+(b 7 c | d )=0 if and only if +(b | d ) } +(c | d )=0,
for all b # B, c # C, where d is any atom of the subalgebra B 7 C and
+(x | y) is defined as follows,
+(x | y)=
+(x 7 y)
+( y)
.
This motivates the following definition of sigma-commutativity for
general measure algebras.
Definition 5.1. Let M(0, +) be a Lebesgue space and B, C be two
_-subalgebras of 0. Denote by D the intersection of B and C. Assume D
is measurable. Then the _-subalgebras B and C sigma-commute if the
following condition is satisfied for all b # B and c # C:
PD(b 7 c)=0 if and only if PD(b) } PD(c)=0 (mod 0),
where PD is the canonical system of measures with respect to the partition
‘D .
If two _-algebras sigma-commute, we say that the partitions ‘B and ‘C
sigma-commute with respect to the measurable partitions ‘D . This property
is invariant under isomorphisms (mod 0).
In particular, two _-algebras B and C are sigma-independent if and only
if
1. B and C _-commute,
2. D=B 7 C consists of elements of measure 0 or 1.
We now consider the structure of a pair of non-atomic _-algebras which
are sigma-commuting. As in the preceding paragraphs, let M(0, +) be a
Lebesgue space. Let B, C be two _-subalgebras with D=B 7 C and
A=B 6 C. Assume B, C, D satisfy the following conditions,
1. B, C, and D are measurable. Consequently, A is measurable,
2. the canonical system of measures PD is continuous on both MB
and MC .
3. B and C sigma-commute.
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Theorem 14 (Structure Theorem). Maintaining the preceding condi-
tions, there exist measurable partitions ‘1 and ‘2 such that the following
decompositions hold (mod 0):
MB=MD M‘1 ,
MC=MD M‘2 ,
MA=MD_M‘1 _M‘2 .
Proof. By Theorem 10 and Corollary 11, ‘D admits an independent
complement in MB , denoted by ‘1 , as PD is continuous in the Lebesgue
space MB and D is measurable. It follows that
MB=MD M‘1 (mod 0).
Similarly, there is a measurable partition ‘2 such that
MC=MD M‘2 (mod 0).
Note
‘A=‘B 6 ‘C=‘1 6 ‘D 6 ‘2=‘1 6 ‘C .
To prove the equation MA=MD_M‘1_M‘2 , it is sufficient to show ‘1
and ‘C are sigma-independent.
Suppose +(x & c)=0 for an element c # C and a measurable ‘1 -set x.
From
+(x & c)=|
MD
PD(x & c) d+D ,
it follows that PD(x & c)=0 (mod 0). Therefore PD(x) } PD(c)=0 (mod 0).
As ‘1 and ‘D are stochastic independent, PD(x)=+(x) is a constant
(mod 0). It follows that either PD(x)=0 for all ‘D -point, or PD(c)=0 for
all ‘D-points (mod 0)i.e., +(x)=0 or +(c)=0. This shows ‘1 and ‘C are
sigma-independent and concludes the proof. K
Remark. (1) Note that in the proof of the structure theorem,
‘1 6 ‘D=‘B , ‘2 6 ‘D=‘C , and ‘B 6 ‘C=‘A . The isomorphisms (mod 0)
in this theorem are isomorphic embeddings from the space on the left-hand
side of the equations to the space on the right-hand side of the equations.
(2) Suppose the Lebesgue space M is normal, and the _-subalgebra
D is strictly separable. Let 7i be a _-basis of the partition ‘i , and Ei be the
strictly separable _-algebra generated by 7i for i=1, 2. Assume fD , f1 , f2
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are determined random variables for the _-algebras D, E1 , and E2 , respec-
tively. The map
\=( fD , f1 , f2): M  R3,
w  ( fD(w), f1(w), f2(w))
is an isomorphic embedding from the space M to a measurable subset in
R3 of the form s1_s2_s3 , where the si ’s are Borel sets of R.
6. LATTICES OF NON-ATOMIC COMMUTING _-ALGEBRAS
In this section, we treat the set of all _-subalgebras of a Lebesgue space
M(0, +). The set of all _-subalgebras forms a lattice where join and meet
are defined as follows: for any two _-subalgebras B, C, A=B 6 C is the
smallest _-subalgebra of 0 generated by the elements in B and C, and
D=B 7 C is the set-theoretic intersection of B and C. Denote this lattice
by Sub(M, 0, +).
Definition 6.1. A lattice L(_) is called a lattice of non-atomic commut-
ing _-algebras if it is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice Sub(M, 0, +)
for a Lebesgue space M(0, +) with following properties,
1. every element in L(_) is measurable,
2. the partitions of M induced by any two elements in L(_) are dis-
tinct and _-commute,
3. (continuous assumption) the canonical system of measures PB is
continuous in the Lebesgue space MA for any two elements BA # L(_).
Example 1. The lattice of subspaces of a finite dimensional real vector
space is isomorphic to a lattice of non-atomic commuting _-algebras.
Proof. The lattice structure on the set of subspaces of a vector space is
defined by
W 6 V=[v | _v 1 # W, v 2 # V s.t. v =v 1+v 2],
W 7 V=W & V,
for any two subspaces W and V.
Fix an orthonormal basis [e 1 , e 2 , ..., e n] of the vector space Rn. For each
vector e i , assign a random variable Xi from a Lebesgue space M such that
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1. X1 , X2 , ..., Xn are independent random variables with the same
distribution.
2. The distribution function of Xi is the standard normal distribution
function
8(x)=
1
- 2? |
x
&
e&u22 du.
For any subspace W, let \(W) be the _-algebra on M which is generated
by the collection of random variables [X=i *iXi | i *ie i # W, *i # R].
It is clear that \(W) 7 \(V)=\(W 7 V) and \(W) 6 \(V)=\(W 6 V).
Hence the lattice of subspaces of Rn is isomorphic to the lattice of
_-algebras consisting of \(W)’s.
Every subspace W of Rn defines a partition ‘(W) of Rn: two vectors x
and y belong to the same block of ‘(W) if and only if x & y # W. It is clear
that if V is a subspace of Rn, then the partitions ‘(W) and ‘(V) commute.
Given two subspaces W and V of Rn, let U=W 6 V, and denote an
orthonormal basis of U by [v 1 , v 2 , ..., v d]. The random variables corre-
sponding to v i are independent and have the same standard normal distri-
bution. The joint distribution is a d-dimensional normal distribution, and
\(W) and \(V) are generated by its marginals.
Choose an arbitrary ‘(U) point t, any ‘(W)-point and ‘(V)-point on t
have a non-empty intersection. In particular, for any ‘(W)-set with nonzero
measure and any ‘(V)-set with nonzero measure, the intersection of these
two sets has a non-zero measure. This implies \(W) and \(V) sigma-com-
mute. It follows that the lattice of subspaces of Rn is isomorphic to a lattice
of non-atomic commuting _-algebra. K
Remark. The partition ‘(W) associated with a subspace W has the
following properties,
‘(W) 7 ‘(V)=‘(W 6 V), (2)
‘(W) 6 ‘(V)=‘(W 7 V), (3)
‘(W) commutes with ‘(V). (4)
Recall that a linear lattice is a sublattice of the lattice of partitions on a
set, with the property that any two partitions in the lattice commute. Equa-
tions (2)(4) show that the lattice of subspaces of a vector space is a linear
lattice. Other examples of linear lattices include lattices of normal sub-
groups of a group, lattices of ideals of a ring, and lattices of submodules
of a module over a ring.
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The preceding example describes a lattice of non-atomic commuting
_-algebras which is also a linear lattice. This is not just a coincidence.
Actually this property holds for any lattice of non-atomic commuting
_-algebras with countably many elements. Explicitly, we present the follow-
ing Main Theorem of this paper.
Theorem 15 (Main Theorem). Let L(_) be a lattice of non-atomic
commuting _-algebras. If L(_) is countable, then it is isomorphic to a linear
lattice.
Proof. Let Z be the system of measurable partitions [‘(B) | B # L(_)].
Z is partially ordered by refinement and satisfies the following conditions
‘(B 6 C)=‘(B) 6 ‘(C), ‘(B 7 C)‘(B) & ‘(C).
The lattice L(_) is isomorphic to the system Z as partially ordered sets.
Given a pair (B, C) of _-commuting algebras on a Lebesgue space M,
construct a map fB, C as follows: let A=B 6 C. As PA is continuous on the
space M, there exists an independent complement of ‘A , denoted by ‘1 . By
Theorem 7 (c.f. Section 4.2), the map iM : M  MA M‘1 is an isomorphic
embedding from M to the Lebesgue space MA M‘1 .
By the structure theorem and the continuous assumption, there exist
measurable partitions ‘2 and ‘3 of M such that
MB=MD M‘2 , MC=MD M‘3 ,
and
MA=MD_M‘2_M‘3 (mod 0).
Denote the map from MA to Md_M‘2_M‘3 by iMA ; it is an isomorphic
embedding.
In each of the space MD , M‘1 , M‘2 and M‘3 , choose a basis 7D , 71 ,
72 and 73 , respectively. Let M be the completion of the space M with
respect to the chosen bases. The inclusion from M to M is again an
isomorphic embedding. Denote the composition from MA to MD
t
_
M‘2
t
_M‘3
t
by iMA
t
.
Let fB, C=( iMA
t
, id ) b iM
t
: M  M$=MD
t
_M‘2
t
_M‘3
t
_M‘1
t
. The
map fB, C is an isomorphic embedding from the space M to the space M$.
Under the map fB, C , MB maps to the product MD
t
_M‘2
t
. MC maps to
the product MD
t
_M‘3
t
. Note that MD
t
_M‘2
t
and MD
t
_M‘3
t
are com-
plete with respect to their bases.
Denote the image of the partition ‘B by fB, C(‘B) and the image of the
partition ‘C by fB, C(‘C). For any measurable subset b # B, the image
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fB, C(b) is the set b _M‘3
t
_M‘1
t
. A similar formula holds for every
measurable ‘C -set and ‘1 -set. Therefore, fB, C(‘B) and fB, C(‘C) commute as
partitions of the space M$.
For any E # L(_), let 7E be a _-basis of ‘E such that 7E1 7E2 if
E1E2 . For every set s: # 7E , let
fB, C(s:)=, { .

n=1 \,i fB, C(tn, i)+ } .

n=1 \,i tn, i+s: ,
tn, i # 7D _ 71 _ 72 _ 73 =
=[ fB, C(w) | w # s:] _ X: ,
where X: is a subset of measure zero which is contained in M$" fB, C(M).
It follows that fB, C(s:) is a set in M$ with the same measure as s: .
Let fB, C(7E) be the set [ fB, C(s:) | s: # 7E] and fB, C(‘E) be the
measurable partition of M$ generated by fB, C(7E). Then fB, C maps the
system Z to a system Z$=[ fB, C(‘E) | ‘E # Z] of measurable partitions on
M$ with the following properties:
1. The systems Z and Z$ are isomorphic as partially ordered
setsi.e., E1E2 if and only if fB, C(‘E1) fB, C(‘E2).
2. For any pair of elements E1 , E2 # L(_) with E3=E1 7 E2 ,
fB, C(‘E1) and fB, C(‘E2) sigma-commute with respect to fB, C(‘E3). This is
true because _-commutativity is invariant under isomorphisms (mod 0)
between Lebesgue spaces.
3. If F=E1 6 E2 for some elements E1 , E2 # L(_), then fB, C(‘F)=
fB, C(‘E1) 6 fB, C(‘E2). This is true because the map fB, C carries basis to
basis (mod 0), and ‘F is generated by ‘E1 and ‘E2 .
4. For a ‘E1 -set a and a ‘E2 -set b, if a & b{<, then
fB, C(a) & fB, C(b){<.
In particular, for _-subalgebras E1 , E2 which are complete with respect to
their bases, if ‘E1 and ‘E2 are qualitatively independent, then fB, C(‘E1) and
fB, C(‘E2) are qualitatively independent; if ‘E1 , ‘E2 commute as equivalence
relations of M, then fB, C(‘E1), fB, C(‘E2) commute as equivalence relations
of M$, and fB, C(‘E1 7 E2)= fB, C(‘E1) 7 fB, C(‘E2).
The space M$ is called the completion of M with respect to the pair
(B, C).
As L(_) is countable, there are at most countably many pairs
(B i , Ci) # L(_)_L(_). Construct a sequence of Lebesgue spaces with a
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partially ordered set Zi isomorphic to Z on each space Mi . Let M0=M
and Z0=Z. Once the space Mi and the system Zi of measurable partitions
of Mi are defined, let Mi+1 be the completion of M i with respect to the pair
(Bi , Ci), and let Zi+1=[ fBi, Ci (E) | E # Zi]. Let M =

i=1 Mi , and denote
the map from M to M by f . For a measurable set a # E # L(_), let ai be
the image of a in Mi and a =ai . Furthermore, let 7 E be the collection of
sets [s : | s: # 7E], and ‘ E=‘(7 E). Denote the system of measurable parti-
tions [‘ E] by Z .
M is a Lebesgue space with the following properties,
1. Z is isomorphic to the system Z as partially ordered sets,
2. f is an isomorphic embedding of the space M to the space M ,
3. for any B # L, f (B) is complete with respect to its basis,
4. if B, C # L(_) are sigma-independent, then ‘ B and ‘ C are
qualitatively independent,
5. if B, C # L(_) sigma-commute, then ‘ B and ‘ C commute and
‘ B 6 C=‘ B 6 ‘ C ,
‘ B 7 C=‘ B 7 ‘ C .
The preceding argument proves that Z is a sublattice of the partition lat-
tice of the space M with the property that the equivalence relations
associated with any two partitions in Z commute. It follows that Z is a
linear lattice and L(_) is isomorphic to Z .
The space M is the completion of M with respect to the lattice L(_).
Any two completions M 1 and M 2 of the space M with respect to the lattice
L(_) are isomorphic (mod 0). K
Remark. If every _-algebra B in the lattice L(_) of a Lebesgue space
M is generated by a random vector f9 =( f1 , f2 , ..., fd) such that fi (M) is a
measurable subset of Re.g., the space M is normal, then there exists an
isomorphic embedding from the factor space MB to a measurable set with
the form s1_s2 _ } } } _sd , where the si ’s are Borel sets in R. In particular,
if fi (M)=R, then the map ( f1 , f2 , ..., fd) is an isomorphic embedding from
MB to Rd.
A special example is the lattice of subspaces of a vector space described
in Example 1. The lattice of non-atomic commuting _-algebras L(_) con-
sists of all \(W), where W is any subspace of Rn. Let [u 1 , u 2 , ..., u d] be an
orthonormal basis of a subspace W. Denote the corresponding random
variables of u i by Yi . It follows that the random vector (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yd)
generates the _-algebra \(W). The range of Yi is R. Hence, to any
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_-algebra \(W), the factor space M\(W) is isomorphic to Rd with a nor-
mally distributed density function. In particular, let X1 , X2 , ..., Xn be the set
of independent random variables associated to a prefixed orthogonal basis
of Rn, then the map (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn): M  Rn in yields the isomorphic
embedding from M to Rn. For any two elements B, C in L(_), the equiv-
alence relations of Rn induced by B, C commute. In other words, the
Lebesgue space Rn with the n-dimensional normally distributed density
function is a completion of M with respect to the lattice L(_) in
Example 1.
Many theorems of projective geometry can be proved for linear lattices
[5, 6, 20, 28]. The Modular law, Arguesian law, and the generalization of
Arguesian law in higher dimensions are all true in linear lattices. As a
corollary of Theorem 15, every identity which is valid in the class of linear
lattices remains valid in the class of lattices of non-atomic commuting
_-algebras with countably many elements. Indeed, Modular law and
Arguesian law are true in any lattice of non-atomic commuting _-algebras.
We will present proofs of these identities in an upcoming paper [29] in
which we plan to discuss the algebraic properties of the lattices of non-
atomic commuting _-algebras. As a conclusion of the present paper, we
wrote the proof of Modular law in the general case.
Corollary 16. Every lattice L(_) of non-atomic commuting _-algebras
is modulari.e., for any three elements A, B, C # L(_) where AC, the
following inequality is valid.
A 7 (B 6 C)(A 7 B) 6 C.
Proof. In lattices of non-atomic commuting _-algebras, the structure
theorem can be restated as follows: Let B, C be any two elements in L(_).
If D=B 7 C, then there exist _-algebras X and Y such that B=D_X,
C=D_Y and B 6 C=D_X_Y.
Now let A, B, C be three elements in L(_) and AC, then
A7 B 7 C=B 7 C=X. By the structure theorem,
C=X_Y, A7 B=X_Z, and (A7 B) 6 C=X_Y_Z.
for some measurable _-algebras Y and Z.
As B(A 7 B), we assume B=X_Z_T for a measurable _-algebra T.
Applying the structure theorem to the pair (B, C),
B 6 C=X_Y_Z_T.
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As A(A 7 B) 6 C, write A=X_Y_Z_S. Applying the structure
theorem to the pair (A, B),
A 6 B=X_Y_Z_T_S.
Hence, A 7 (B 6 C)=X_Y_Z which is equal to (A 7 B) 6 C. K
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